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The Anti-Boredom Colouring Book
Chris Dickason (Illustrated By Chris Dickason)

Keynote
Packed with weird and wonderful pictures to colour, The Anti-Boredom Colouring Book will
keep children occupied for hours, with pet sharks, mutant hamsters, household robots and
doughnuts that rain from the sky.

Description
This brilliant colouring book is packed with hilarious and extraordinary images
- perfect for children who are bored with the ordinary and want something a
bit different.

Packed with weird and wonderful pictures to colour, The Anti-Boredom Colouring Book will
keep children occupied for hours, with pet sharks, mutant hamsters, household robots and
doughnuts that rain from the sky.

Sales Points
This brilliant colouring book is packed with hilarious and extraordinary images - perfect
for children who are bored with the ordinary and want something a bit different
With weird and wonderful pictures to colour, The Anti-Boredom Colouring Book will
banish boredom and transform everyday life into chaos and fantasy, from pet sharks
and mutant hamsters to household robots and doughnuts that rain from the sky
From the publishers of The Boys' Colouring Book and The Girls' Colouring Book
(100,000 copies sold to date)

Author Biography
Chris grew up somewhere between the canals of south-west France, the Swiss mountains
and England's Essex estuary. The youngest of four children (the little brother role he still
embraces in adulthood) Chris spent the majority of his education drawing on his friends'
schoolbooks and was brought up on a diet of Tom & Jerry, Swiss chocolates, cheap fizzy
pop and French sunshine.

Chris' irreverent sense of humour was born from years as both a mild mannered doodler
and angry burger flipper. Taking inspiration as much from Henri Matisse as he does The
Muppets as well as odd bits of packaging collected from foreign supermarkets Chris' work
has been described as charming and visually striking?with a sharp graphic style. His
illustrations are populated with rambunctious characters that are a cleverly crafted mix of
an uncomplicated line style, wonky perspectives and conspicuous colour choices.
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